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INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 

SENIOR SECTION 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH          

CLASS XII 

VISTAS - MEMORIES OF CHILDHOOD 

ZITKALA-SA and BAMA 

  

Suggested answers for Worksheet Questions: 

Q1.What does Zitkala-Sa remember about her ‘first day in the land of apples’? 

Ans. Zitkala recalls that it was a bitterly cold day and there was snow on the ground. The trees 

were bare. There was a large bell that rang for breakfast and its loud metallic sound crashed 

through the belfry overhead and penetrated through her sensitive ears. 

 

   Q2. What are the views of the author about the dress code in the school? 

Ans. The author condemns the rigid school dress code- Indian girls wore stiff squeaking-shoes 

and closely clinging dresses- small girls donned sleeved aprons and shingled hair- according to 

the author -girls looked immodestly dressed. 

Q3. Why did the author begin to cry in the dining hall? 

Ans. Zitkala-Sa did not know how to conduct herself in the dining hall. As the bell was tapped, 

all the pupils pulled out their chairs and kept standing. Zitkala also pulled out hers but sat on it. 

When a second bell rang and all the students were seated, she had to crawl back to her chair. A 

man’s voice was heard and she noticed that all the pupils had bent their heads over their plates. 

The third bell they picked up their forks and began eating. She noticed a white faced woman 

glowering down at her. Terrified Zitkala felt extremely embarrassed and started crying. 

 

Q4. How would you interpret the author’s statement, ‘now I was only one of many little animals   

driven by a herder’? 

Ans. The authorities of Carlisle Indian School- refused to treat its students as human children- 

did not respect their unique individuality- treated them as animals- lay restrictions- therefore this 

comment. 

Q5.What happened after Zitkala-Sa was tied to a chair? 

Ans. Zitkala-Sa was dragged out and she was carried down kicking and scratching and then tied 

to a chair. She cried a lot shaking her head until she felt the scissors had `gnawed’ off her thick 

braids. She then lost her spirit and moaned for her mother but nobody came to comfort her. 

From then on she experienced extreme indignities. 

 

Q6. What made the little girl want to double up with laughter at the sight of the strange man? 

Ans. Strange sight- to see an elderly man carrying a small packet without touching it- manner in 

which he walked and the fashion in  which he carried the packet by a string- was doubly funny 

to Bama. 

  

   Q7. Who was Annan? How did he justify the strange behaviour of the elder? 

Ans. Annan- Bama’ elder brother- studying in a university- explained that the elder had to carry 

the packet in such a fashion because they belonged to a low caste and touching the packet would 

render the contents impure- it was humiliating for the old man. 
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Q8. What advice did Annan give to Bama? How did his words affect her life?  

Ans. Annan advised her to study with care and learn all she could- to stay ahead of her peers- 

this would enable her to gain the respect and acceptance of others- education was the only key 

to dignity and progress- Bama took the advice seriously and stood first in the class. 

 

   Q9. How did Bama win friends? 

Ans. By putting her heart and soul and being ahead of her peers- Bama won the hearts of her 

friends- many befriended her because she stood first in class- understood that education is the 

key to gaining respect. 

Q10. What was the incident that made Bama laugh as well as feel so provoked and angry?  

Ans: - Bama saw an elderly man of her street carrying a packet of ‘Vadais’ by the strings and 

walking gingerly, holding the parcel away from his body. Bama found his manner of carrying 

the parcel very funny. But her brother explains to her the higher caste people believed that if the 

lower caste people touched the parcel it would be polluted. That’s why the elder was carrying it 

in that manner. This provokes and angers Bama. 
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